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Good day all. Rebellion against God is our belief we can act independently of God,
and not for the cause of God, and out of God’s view. If we could perceive the Father
before us ~ how many choices, actions and words would we do or say differently ~
and how many of those choices, actions and words would we be ashamed? When we
are not acting for the cause of the Spirit of Christ and the Holy Spirit that is the Great
Awakener or wisdom Bodhi ~ for Bodhi simply mean “to awaken” from the sleep of
death ~ we inadvertently work for the spirit of anti-Christ and against the
awakening principle of the Holy Spirit. When, with the spirit of craving, we eat of
the forbidden fruit, as symbolized by the apple, we enter the sleep of death in a
downward spiral; and the more we eat of this forbidden fruit, the more we become
entrenched upon the ‘path of craving’. Anything we focus on with the spirit of
craving, after judging all things through the lens of good and bad ~ causes our mind
to crave thirstily for the good, and at the same time to fear the bad. Fear and craving
are spirits of darkness, and leads our spirit down a path of anxiety, blindness and
death. We must resist this temptation to crave for the outer, in all its forms ~ for this
craving is a marker we have judged things good and bad ~ eating of the forbidden
fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, or the tree of knowledge of good
and bad. So what is the antidote to craving the outer that leads us onto the ‘path of
craving’? We must eat of the Tree of Life, which judges nothing good or bad ~ to
reset our mind from eating of the tree of knowledge, which judges everything on the
scale of good and bad. And in our judging nothing either ‘good’ or ‘bad’, we leave
behind all attachments to ‘worldly things’, all attachments to things unfolding a
‘certain way’, and all accompanying fears intertwined in these two. Here in only
eating of the Tree of Life, we enter into life every moment every day. We awaken
from the illusion that this world can fulfill us, and remain obedient to worshipping
only God. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.

